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Abstract-In this paper, a novel idea of user cooperation in 
wireless networks has been exploited to improve the 
performance of the IEEE 802.11 protocol. A crucial 
challenge in the implementation of a cooperative diversity 
protocol is how to assign source-relay pairs. In this paper, 
we propose a new high performance forwarding scheme, 
denoted Timer based Adaptive Relay Selection Protocol 
(TARSeP) that efficiently improves the overall throughput 
in wireless 802.11 networks. Several schemes have come up 
which deal with these issues but it involves timing accuracy 
and synchronization. Others has dealt with such issues but 
with pre defined assumptions (e.g. network topology is 
known beforehand). A routing protocol should be such that 
neither should it rely on network topology nor timing 
synchronization is necessary. Also the channel gain between 
the destination and a particular relay does not always 
remain constant. The relay must be selected sensing the 
current channel condition between the relay and the 
destination. Our protocol humbly tries to include such issues 
in relay selection protocol and show enhancement in system 
performance. 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
 Cooperative diversity has recently emerged as a new 
and effective technique to combat fading in wireless 
networks. The basic idea is to explore the broadcast 
nature of the wireless channel. Laneman et al. [1], 
proposed different cooperative diversity protocols for 
single relay scenarios and analyzed their outage 
performance. Specifically, the authors in [1] proposed 
fixed and adaptive relaying protocols. Adaptive relaying 
protocols comprise selection relaying, in which the relay 
applies threshold tests on the measured channel state 
information to decide whether to transmit or not, and 
incremental relaying, in which limited feedback from the 
destination is employed in the form of automatic repeat 
request (ARQ).  
 In most of the previous works, the cooperating relays 
are just assumed to exist and are already coupled with the 
source nodes in the network. In our work, the relay will 
be selected adaptively sensing the current channel 
condition between the relay and the destination.  
Cooperative relaying is considered to be an untapped 
means to achieve performance gains in wireless systems, 
both in the context of relay-enhanced cellular systems 
and ad hoc networks. The basic building block of this 
technique is the relay channel: A source node transmits a  

message to a destination; a third node overhears this 
transmission and forwards (relays) the message to the 
destination; finally, the destination combines the two 
received messages to improve decoding. Such 
cooperative communication benefits from an inherent 
spatial diversity of the messages, thus providing a good 
mitigation against signal fading. The maximum 
achievable throughput of the relay channel is higher than 
that of direct source-destination relaying. Alternatively, 
the same throughput is obtained with less energy. 
Although some understanding of cooperative relaying has 
been obtained in the past few years, many fundamental 
questions remain or have just emerged. In particular, only 
few efforts have been made in analyzing the impact and 
requirements of cooperative relaying on functions above 
the physical layer. This observation is the motivation for 
our research in this area. Key questions of interest 
include: How to design protocols that determine suitable 
relays out of a set of candidate relays? How to make such 
relay selection protocols resource-efficient, yet enabling a 
high diversity gain? 
First steps to address these issues are made in [2], 
presenting a basic protocol for relay selection and 
assessing its performance. Protocol enhancements were 
made in [3] with a goal to minimize the message 
complexity of the selection process. The paper at hand 
builds on a scheme called Timer based Adaptive Relay 
Selection Protocol (TARSeP). The particular relay 
which has correctly decoded the transmitted data is 
adaptively selected sensing the current channel conditions 
between the relay and the destination. It is worthwhile to 
mention out here that our proposed relay selection 
scheme does not require any time synchronization for the 
transmission of data. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II introduces to the reader the proposed TARSeP 
protocol. In section III, we give a short outlook on future 
research and conclude the paper with summarizing 
remarks in section IV. 
 

II. TARSeP-OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The task of relay selection is as follows. A source wants 
to send a message to a destination D. there are several 
adjacent nodes between S and D which are candidates to 
become a cooperative relay node. Relay selection 
determines the node that is “best suited” to act as a relay 
R. The selection process should operate in a distributed 

manner and introduce only a reasonable overhead in 
terms of message complexity and delay. 
In relay-enhanced cellular systems, relay selection 
determines a relay that helps in the communication 

between a mobile device and a base station. In ad hoc 
networks, relay selection operates below the routing 
protocol, selecting an additional relay between two nodes 
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in a multihop path. In both the cases, the protocol should 
not rely on topology information. 
To perform these tasks, a relay selection protocol can be 
introduced, which exchanges signaling messages between 
S and D to determine a good relay before the actual 
payload is sent; the selected relay then receives and 
forwards the payload message. Such a protocol is 
proposed in [2]. Assuming a slow fading environment, it 
determines the relay node R that offers the lowest overall 
end to end outage probability for each message to be sent. 
The important difference in the proposed timer based 
adaptive relay selection protocol (TARSeP) is that the 
relay is not selected before the actual payload 
transmission. The payload data is broadcasted and the 
neighboring nodes can try to overhear the information 
sent. The relay is then selected sensing the current 
channel condition between the relay and the destination. 
This is done because the best relay cannot be selected 
before the payload transmission; as channel conditions 
are bound to vary and the particular channel condition 
cannot be predetermined. Timer based adaptive relay 
selection protocol (TARSeP) works in the following 
manner: 
In the first two steps, each potential relay estimates the 
instantaneous channel quality between itself and S as well 
as itself and D, respectively. This can be accomplished as 
follows: Node S sends a ready-to-send (RTS) message, 
which is received by D and all other neighbors of S.  
Upon reception of the RTS, node D sends back a clear-to-
send (CTS) message. Both messages are pilot signals; 
they contain no further information and are transmitted 
with the same carrier frequency and the same power used 
for the payload data transmission later on. By receiving 
the RTS message, a potential relay Ri  can determine the 
channel state information (CSI) hSRi from S to Ri. 
Equivantly, from the CTS message, it determines the CSI 
hDRi from D. Assuming that the forward and backward 
channels between R and D are the same, we have 
hRiD=hDRi due to the reciprocity theorem. 
After the transmission of RTS and CTS messages, the 
payload data is broadcasted from the source S. This 
payload data is overheard by all other neighboring nodes. 
Now there are two possibilities: in one case the 
destination has decoded the payload data and in the other 
case, it hasn’t. It then makes a decision of whether the 
selected mode must be in cooperative or non-cooperative 
mode. In the first case when the destination D has 
correctly decoded the payload data, the mode selected is 
non-cooperative mode with one hop transmission from 
source S to destination D. In the other case, it reverts 
back to its cooperative mode with a two hop transmission 
from source S to destination D via a suitable relay Ri.  
If D can decode the message sent by S correctly, it sends 
an acknowledgement (ACK) back to S which is also 
overheard by the neighboring nodes. If D cannot decode 
the source message correctly, no ACK is sent and a timer 
in R expires. In this case a negative-acknowledgement 
(NACK) is broadcasted by the destination D. Also a pre-
determined threshold level of SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) 
is piggybacked along with the NACK.  

All the relays that have correctly detected the payload 
data and whose SNR value is above the minimum 
threshold become the contending relays for transmission. 
Based on the estimated channel information, each relay 
Ri sets a timer to a value τi that is inversely proportional 
to the overall suitability hi of the node. Its own timer 
value is set to be inversely proportional to hi as τi = λ/hi, 
where λ is a constant and depends on the units of hi. 
Hence, the “best” relay node is decided by taking the 
minimum τi and then the traditional cooperative 
transmission operates with the selected “best” relay node. 
The timer of the best-suited node (highest hi) expires first. 
Upon expiration of the timer, the “best” relay sends the 
payload data to the destination D. On sensing that, all 
other neighboring nodes pauses their back-off timer and 
lets the “best” relay to transmit the data. If the data is 
correctly received by destination D, ACK is broadcasted 
from destination D and the entire process of data 
transmission is completed.  
But, in case the data is not received by the destination D, 
it broadcasts the NACK signal again. Sensing the NACK 
signal, all the other contending relays starts their timer 
again (which was paused initially). In this way, the 
“second best” relay’s timer gets expired first and hence it 
wins the relay selection process and data is transmitted 
via this particular relay.  
In case this “second best” relay also fails, the “third best” 
relay comes into play and so on. This recursive process 
ends with the correct reception of payload data by the 
destination D. 
The complete process of data transmission can be clearly 
understood by the following flow chart: 

 
 

III. MODIFIED TARSeP AND FUTURE WORKS 
The proposed TARSeP protocol can be modified in the 
following manner to achieve transmit diversity. The 
modified TARSeP efficiently exploits multi-user and 
transmit diversity to improve the overall throughput in 
wireless networks. Neighboring nodes cooperate through 
simultaneous transmissions in a MISO fashion in order to 
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overcome the destructive effects of fading. The modified 
TARSeP uses distributed transmit diversity to increase 
the robustness of acknowledgements as well as data 
transmissions while preserving the opportunistic nature 
by using multiple candidates for packet relaying. 
Instead of working in a recursive manner, the contending 
relays can act in the following way. All the contending 
relays whose SNR value (relay-destination) is above the 
pre defined threshold value can transmit their data 
payload simultaneously achieving transmit diversity in 
the system. The same information bearing signal is 
allowed to travel through independent paths and then the 
destination makes the best estimate of it. But in order to 
achieve this transmit diversity, all the relays need to be 
time synchronized.  
 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the near future it will become mandatory to create new 
techniques that are able to satisfy the demand for higher 
data rates and more reliable transmission schemes for 
multi-media communications. In this paper we presented 
a timer based adaptive relay selection protocol 
(TARSeP) that improves the overall system performance 
in wireless networks. The protocol is such that the 
destination has two modes of operation: cooperative and 
non-cooperative modes. When the source broadcasts the 
data, there is a finite probability that the destination will 
hear that. If the destination can successfully decode the 
information, it switches to non-cooperative mode. It 
reverts back to its cooperative mode if it fails to receive 
the data bits. In cooperative mode, we assumed that the 
destination has not been able to receive information from 
the base station. Therefore, it sends out a request to 
surrounding mobile stations. Those mobile stations able 
to receive the request serve as relays. 
TARSeP adaptively selects the best relay among the 
contending relays and the transmission starts. It increases 
the probability of successful transmission of data from 
source to destination by a huge margin because the 
transmission takes place through the best channel 
condition. It does not the select the particular relay 
before-hand. Channel conditions are bound to change and 
it is not advisable to choose it at the very beginning of 
transmission. The nearest relay towards the destination 
also does not seem to serve our purpose either. An added 
advantage of our proposed protocol is that timing 
synchronization is also not required for successful 
transmission. Among all the nodes that has successfully 
decoded the data of source, only those nodes (relays) 
participate in the contention whose signal to noise ratio 
between relay and destination is above some threshold 
value. With our approach, the number of contending 
nodes decreases and each of the nodes is made aware of 

the pseudo-random sequences that dictate the back-off 
times of all its one-hop neighbors. 
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